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 Master of Information Systems 
Security (Progressing) 

 Graduate Certificate – Digital 
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 Diploma of Policing 

 Certificate IV Justice Studies 

 Diploma of Police Foundations 
(London, Canada) 

 NV1 Australian Government 
Security Clearance 

 Member, ACFE 

 

 

 

Rob has over nine years’ experience in cyber security, forensic technology, incident 
response and investigations. He has worked across all sectors, assisting 
organisations to manage their cyber and fraud related risks, and has extensive 
experience in Information Security related engagements. 

Prior to joining McGrathNicol, Rob worked in both a Cyber and Forensic, and Risk 
Assurance team for a ‘Big 4’ firm where he conducted several audits and reviews 
into potential areas of risk exposure. 

He is a qualified investigator, having worked as a Police Officer in two Australian 
jurisdictions, where he was responsible for conducting criminal investigations. 

Engagement Experience 

Cyber Security  
 Led an incident response engagement following the ransomware of a large 

Queensland based not-for-profit organisation operating several hospitals, which 
resulted in the loss of most business operations. Investigated the incident to 
identify the root cause and support the remediation activities. 
 Led the incident response for a large global travel and tourism organisation who 

had suffered a ransomware attack, resulting in the loss of their primary booking 
system. Led the containment of the incident and identified the root cause to 
assist with the recovery efforts.  
 Developed and delivered Cyber Awareness Programs for two separate 

Government organisations and a mining company, conducting several activities, 
workshops and learning opportunities across an annual program of work. 
 Leading and managing a team of security testers, managing the scheduling and 

delivery of several concurrent assessments and reviews, with a total revenue of 
over $1m. 
 Working directly with the Head of Cyber Security for a major Queensland utility 

organisation, to track and report on Information and Technology related risks to 
their organisation and Board, providing independent oversight of their Cyber 
security program. 
 Developed Information Security policies and procedures for a Queensland utility 

company aligned to ISO 27001 framework, including a Cyber Security Training 
Plan and Incident Response Plan and Procedure. 
 Conducted several independent post-incident reviews, for Government and Non-

Government clients, following serious internal breaches to their information 
security policies and procedures. 
 Managed and conducted several physical security and network vulnerability 

assessments, leveraging open source information, targeting employees using 
various attack vectors, such as phishing and vishing, infiltrating and accessing 
highly sensitive areas of the business, whilst avoiding detection. 
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 Conducted several Information Technology Internal Audit reviews for government 
and government-owned corporations, including reviews into appropriate use of 
email, user access reviews, logging and monitoring reviews and network 
vulnerability and physical security assessments. 

Digital Forensics and Investigations 
 Investigated the unauthorised access to confidential information, requiring the 

acquisition and analysis of several electronic devices, manual log file correlation 
and the interviewing of several witnesses and subjects, which resulted in full 
admissions being obtained. 
 Assisted an Australian Government department to manage a time critical, 

cybercrime investigation in relation to a cyber-breach and successful attack which 
led to a significant fraud, providing incident response and advice in relation to 
the organisation’s response and investigation. 
 Conducted a major international fraud investigation, collecting and preserving 

electronic evidence, managing the review of evidence, reporting and 
communicating progress to the Executive Group, assisting with the interview of 
interested parties, and producing an investigation report of findings. 
 Acted as an independent computer expert in the execution of a search order, for 

the purpose of searching for and preserving relevant data sources, pertinent to 
the matter. 
 Managed several breach response investigations relating to the compromise of 

client’s systems and applications, assisting with the containment, identifying root 
causes, and providing practical recommendations for remediation activities. 
 Conducted several misconduct investigations involving the interrogation and 

analysis of various data sources, including mobile phones, computers, and system 
generated log files. 
 Conducted an assessment for a global mining company of their Australian 

operations, with a focus of identifying potential non-compliance to corporate 
policies and procedures, specifically in relation to: 
- Conflicts of Interest; 
- Procurement; 
- Financial recordings; 
- Fair competition; and 
- Anti-Bribery and Corruption. 
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